
 
 

Year 8 Camp Update 
20 March 2020 

 
With further Y8 camps happening in a week’s time, we wanted to provide a specific update regarding our 
preparations and contingencies. We are currently taking all practical steps and considering all factors in the 
hope that we can continue to provide a camp experience for all our Year 8 students this year. This being 
said, anything could happen between now and camp and as such the decision to proceed will be reviewed 
daily. 

 
Camp Payments/Refund Policy 
The due date for Y8 camp payments was March 9th. If for any reason camp is cancelled by the school, 
Remuera Intermediate is guaranteeing a full refund to all families within 2 weeks of a final decision being 
made. 

 
If the decision to withdraw your child is made by you after Wednesday 25 March, no refund will be made 
as we will have confirmed the relevant bookings by this time. 

 
Preparations 
As previously mentioned, in preparation for camp we are reviewing MOH and MOE advice on a daily basis. 
The current advice from the MOE requires schools to be able to answer ‘yes’ to the following questions 
when considering whether or not they should continue with camps: 

 
“... for a school camp you will have already identified a serious injury or illness as a risk, and identified how you would 

respond to that. In light of COVID-19 you should add the following to your considerations: 

 be aware of the symptoms of COVID-19 (which may be similar to other illnesses in the early stages) 

 the importance of protecting those vulnerable to respiratory illness – do you know who on your 
staff, in your volunteers and in your student population may be at greater risk? 

 if someone were to become ill with a serious illness, do you have facility to be able to respond to 
that, including the ability to isolate that person while you seek advice from public health? 

 do you have appropriate personal protective equipment and the ability to clean hard surfaces if 
someone were to become ill with flu, gastro bug, COVID-19 etc?” 

Having considered these additional questions at length, we are confident that we have strong processes in 
place and access to relevant information. As COVID-19 is not yet being actively transmitted within the 
community, cancelling camps does not serve any practical purpose in minimising risk to our students at 
this time. 

 
Logically speaking, students will be exposed to the same students and staff they would be contacting at 
school with the added benefit of being removed from wider risks such as public transport and movement 
around the local community. 

 
The decision to continue with these camps is not one we are taking lightly and we will continue to keep 
you updated with further information as the situation evolves. Rest assured the safety and wellbeing of 
our students, community and staff is our number one priority now more than ever. 
 


